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Hot-Electron Recombination at Neutral Acceptors in GaAs:
A cw Probe of Femtosecond Intervalley Scattering
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The rates at which hot electrons scatter from the I valley to the L and A valleys in GaAs have been
measured as a function of electron energy. Scattering times are determined from the relative efIIciency
of recombination of hot electrons with neutral acceptors at low injected-carrier densities. Representative
scattering times are irL =540 ~ 120 fsec for 0.48-eV electrons and zI-~ =180+ 40 fsec for 0.58-eV elec-
trons. Our results enable us to reconcile the large range of scattering rates reported in other experiments
and demonstrate the power of this cw probe to study subpicosecond electron dynamics.

PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 72. 10.Di, 78.55.Cr

A quarter century after the first report of the Gunn
eAect' in GaAs, our knowledge of intervalley scattering
rates greatly lags our understanding of hot-electron ki-
netics in the I valley. Most of the excess energy of a hot
electron in the I valley is transferred to the lattice by the
polar (Frohlich) interaction in a few picoseconds. If its
initial energy is greater than about 300 meV, the elec-
tron may scatter to the satellite L and L valleys. If the
carrier density is greater than about 10' cm, carrier-
carrier scattering will further modify the relaxation ki-
netics. The recent activity in this field underscores the
complexity of the scientific and technical ' interest in

the problem. Unfortunately, there has not been a direct
spectroscopic study of intervalley scattering at densities
low enough (below 10' cm ) that carrier-carrier
scat tering can be ignored. A spectroscopic probe is
needed because intervalley scattering depends strongly
on electron energy. In this paper, we show that recom-
bination luminescence between nonequilibrium electrons
and neutral acceptors [hot (e,A ) emission ] in GaAs at
T=2 K provides such a tool. In essence, the known

zp, =180 fsec emission time ' ' for polar optical phonons

by hot electrons provides a built-in clock so that direct
time resolution is not necessary. Thus we can measure
femtosecond phenomena even when the emission is excit-
ed by a cw laser source. Detailed analysis of the hot
luminescence as a function of excess electron energy pro-
vides two independent measures of intervalley scattering
times relative to zp, , The scattering-time ratios deter-
mine the fraction of electrons which scatter to the satel-
lite valleys as a function of excitation energy. Our re-
sults show that the scattering time from the I valley to
the L valley, zI-L, is about 3 times zp, for electrons with
0.48-eV excess energy. This time has been reported to
be anywhere from 34 fsec to over 4 psec from various ex-
periments, ' all at higher carrier densities. Similarly,
while recent work has suggested that zl-~, the scattering
time from the I valley to the X valley, is as short as 30
fsec, ' our measurements demonstrate that the scattering
time is substantially longer, about equal to z„, for elec-
trons with 0.58-eV excess energy. Our results allow us

to correlate the many recent subpicosecond studies of
electron kinetics in GaAs.

Luminescence measurements at T =2 K were made on
acceptor-doped samples of [100] GaAs grown by
Manasevit metalorganic chemical-vapor deposition tech-
nique. The results reported here were obtained on a lay-
er 1.1 pm thick, doped with 1.2x10' -cm Mg. From
other samples we verified that our results do not depend
upon doping density, acceptor species (C, Mg, Zn), or
the presence of confining layers of Al Ga] „As. For
[100] GaAs and linear laser polarization, the lumines-
cence was, as expected, unpolarized. We polarized the
laser along [100] and detected the (e,A ) emission at
90 to the laser. The spectra, detected by an imaging
photomultiplier, were excited using laser photon energies
between 1.57 and 2.54 eV. The resulting excess electron
energies ranged from 0.045 to 0.9 eV, i.e., from well

below to well above the thresholds for scattering to the
satellite L and A valleys. Injected-carrier densities were
always below 3 X 10' cm, where the hot (e,A ) spec-
tral shape was unchanging and the intensity scaled
linearly with laser intensity, demonstrating that carrier-
carrier scattering is unimportant.

In Fig. 1 we show the hot (e,A ) luminescence spec-
tra for photon energies between 1.7 and the excitation
energy for three diff'erent excitation energies. As dis-
cussed by several authors, ' the spectra show three dis-
tinct sets of oscillations with periods close to the 37-meV
zone-center LO phonon energy. The set denoted hh in-
volves electrons excited from the heavy-hole valence
band. A second set, denoted lh, involves electrons excit-
ed from the light-hole band. The spectra from these
transitions, which will both be called direct spectra, track
the laser excitation energy. A third set, denoted R for
reentrant, is observed only for excitation energies greater
than the threshold to create electrons that can scatter to
the A'and L valleys (i.e., curves b and c in Fig. 1). These
spectra, which are fixed in energy, result from carriers
which reenter the I valley from the L, minima. For laser
energies above 1.8 ev, a few (roughly 15%) of the elec-
trons are excited from the split-off' valence band. How-
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pensated by the valence-band nonparabolicity. The sec-
ond factor in Eq. (1) is the electron lifetime r at that en-

ergy. At the low densities in these experiments, ~ 7p„
the polar optic scattering time, for energies below the in-
tervalley scattering threshold. (The recombination time
for nonequilibrium electrons with the neutral acceptors is
much longer than r~, and can be ignored. ) At the ener-
gies of interest in these experiments, i~, is nearly con-
stant. ' Above the threshold for intervalley scattering,
the electron lifetime will be reduced by scattering to the
L valley, and at high enough energies, the L valley as
well, so that
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FIG. l. Hot (e,A ) luminescence spectra at T =25 K for
GaAs: Mg, p = 1.2 && 10' cm . The spectra were excited at
1.893 eV (curve a), 2. 175 eV (curve b), and 2.410 eV (curve
c). The intensities of the spectra are normalized to constant
laser photon flux. Inset: Origins of the three sets of oscilla-
tions, as discussed in the text. The solid arrow indicates the
recombination of a nonequilibrium electron with a neutral ac-
ceptor. The peaks marked LO are Raman scattering from LO
phonons.

2.4

ever, the emission from these electron is unimportant in
our analysis of the spectra. At excitation energies above
2.3 eV, warping of the valence and conduction bands
broaden the hot-electron distributions so much that dis-
tinct LO phonon oscillations become hard to observe in
the direct spectra, although the reentrant series remains
sharp. The possible use of (e,A ) emission for kinetic
studies was noted by Fasol and Hughes. '

After correction for the laser photon Aux and the
throughput of the detection system, the intensity I (in-
tegrated area) of any of the (e,A ) peaks is given by

Here m,* and E, are the electron eAective mass and en-
ergy, while m& and E& are the effective hole mass and
acceptor binding energy, taken as 0.310m, and 27
meV. ' We take E, consistent with the work of Fasol
and Hughes' (and confirmed by our measurements),
while m,* =0.067m, . Although m,* increases' ' with
E„this has little effect on M(k) since it is partially com-

M(k) is the Fourier component of the wave function of a
hole bound to an acceptor at the wave vector k of the
electron. From eAective mass theory, '

i M(k) i
~ (1+m,*E,/m~E&)

with a similar expression for rr~. [Equation (4) avoids
the use of the deformation potential' Drz because un-
certainties in the numerical values for quantities such as
the eff'ective mass of the L valley and the nonparabolicity
of the I valley can produce substantial changes in the re-
lationship between DrL and rrl. ] Here EI is the energy
of the L minimum with respect to the bottom of the I
valley, and E„ is the 28-meV average energy of the
zone-edge phonons responsible for intervalley scattering.
The third factor in Eq. (1),p„ is the probability that an
electron will actually pass through that energy in the
conduction band. For the first hh or lh peak, this is just
the fractional hh or lh absorption. For the reentrant
peaks, this is just the total fraction of electrons which
have transferred to the L valley at some time during
their journey to the band edge, reentering the I valley
from the L-valley minimum.

The open circles in Fig. 2(a) show the integrated area
of the first hh direct peak versus laser photon energy.
The data are given for constant laser photon Aux and
corrected for the throughput of the detection system.
Contributions to the area from lower energy peaks were
subtracted off. At the low densities used here, there is no
background hot luminescence from recombination be-
tween free electrons and free holes. The dot-dashed
curve is just the acceptor envelope iM(k) i

from Eq.
(2). In order to show the data above the threshold for
intervalley scattering more clearly, we do not display
data for laser photon energies from 1.57 to 1.75 eV. For
photon energies below the intervalley scattering thresh-
old, the intensity of the first hh direct peak tracks pre-
cisely the calculated factor of 50 change in

i
M(k) i

showing the validity of Eq. (2). The other three curves
include the eA'ects of intervalley scattering through Eqs.
(3) and (4). For all of these curves, we take rr~/r~,
=1.79, while rri/rn, =7.14, 3.175, and 0.595 for the
solid, dashed, and dotted curves, respectively. The solid
curve, which corresponds to ~rz =3 i~, for a 0.48-eV
electron and 7r+ =~pp for a 0.58-eV electron, accounts
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the intensity (integrated area) of
hot (e,A ) luminescence in GaAs on the laser photon energy.
(a) Open circles give the integrated area of the highest-energy
hh direct series peak, normalized to unity at the band edge.
Errors are 10% or smaller. (b) Open circles with error bars
give the intensity of the reentrant spectra normalized to unity
at high energies. The simple model which gives the curves is

described in the text.

best for the data.
To independently confirm rrz, we show in Fig. 2(b)

the intensity of the reentrant spectra versus laser wave-
length. This intensity is proportional to the total fraction
of carriers which return to the I valley from the L mini-
mum. Corrections due to the changing absorption depth
of the laser light' can be shown to be less than 25%,
carrier diAusion during the several psec before the car-
riers return to the I valley makes this correction even
smaller. Because of the large density of states in L and
X as compared to I, electrons which scatter to L or A
will almost always return to I from the bottom of L.
Thus, the data in Fig. 2(b) directly give the total frac-
tion of electrons which undergo intervalley scattering
from I to either L or X. The data are normalized to uni-

ty at the highest laser energy (2.54 eV), where essential-
ly all electrons contribute to the reentrant spectrum. A
photon energy of about 2. 1 eV is required before half the
carriers scatter from the I valley. Using Eqs. (2) and
(3), with the additional assumption that half the ab-
sorption is heavy hole and half is light hole, we obtain
the three curves in Fig. 2(b) using the same intervalley
scattering rates as in Fig. 2(a). The data are consistent
with only the longer scattering times. If more than half
of the excited carriers come from the heavy-hole band or
if this fraction decreases with increasing energy, even

longer scattering times would be required to fit the data
in both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The data in Fig. 2(b) are
obtained independently of those in Fig. 2(a), and their
interpretation does not require Eqs. (1) and (2). Each
measurement gives the same ratio for the intervalley to
polar optical scattering rates. Thus, the largest source of
error in our determination of absolute intervalley rates is
the uncertainty ' ' in Tz, about 20%, divided evenly be-
tween the magnitude and the energy dependence of 7p, .

Further support for these intervalley scattering rates is
obtained by measuring the linewidth of the first hh direct
peak. We have measured the half width at half max-
imum (HWHM) on the high-energy side of the first hh

direct peak to avoid the need to deconvolve the lower en-

ergy peaks (see Fig. 1). At the lowest laser energy (1.57
eV), the HWHM of 5 meV corresponds to 150 fsec,
quite close to i~,. At this energy, the spread in initial
electron energies due to warping of the valence bands is

only about 1.5 meV, ' and can be ignored. As the laser
photon energy increases, warping broadens the peak to 8
meV at 1.85 eV. Above the threshold for intervalley
scattering (1.86 eV) there is additional lifetime broaden-
ing due to intervalley scattering. Estimating the warping
from k p theory' the extra linewidth is consistent with

~&z & 200 fsec for 0.5-eV electrons. Because k p theory
loses accuracy at these high energies, we cannot make a
more precise statement than this, but completely ignor-
ing the warping and assuming that all the broadening is

due to lifetime gives an absolute lower limit ~&z & 100
fsec for laser photon energies around 2.0 eV.

Our value for i~z is much shorter than that obtained
by Collins and Yu, ' somewhat longer than those sug-
gested by Shah et al. ' ' ' (Fig. 2, dashed curves), and
considerably longer than those obtained by Tang, Wise,
and Walmsley (Fig. 2, dotted curves) and Mirlin and
co-workers. ' Collins and Yu were unable to see any
efect of I -L scattering on nonequilibrium phonon gen-
eration, and deduced from this fact that r~z & 4 psec for
E, &0.5 eV. However, Collins and Yu neglected pho-
nons generated by the electrons which contribute to the
lh direct series and the reentrant series, which makes the
total nonequilibrium phonon population insensitive to I-
L scattering. The results of Shah et al. and Tang, Wise
and Walmsley may be perturbed by their high carrier
densities which imply rapid carrier-carrier scattering.
The absorption measurements of Tang, Wise, and
Walmsley are sensitive to the shortest time, which will

be the carrier-carrier scattering rate. The simulation of
Shah et al. is sensitive to the total fraction of carriers
which scatter to L, as we11 as the time they remain there,
and not on the scattering rate from the I valley. At high
densities, many electrons will gain energy by carrier-
carrier scattering; those that obtain enough energy can
scatter to the 4' valley, which, as we have shown, is faster
than scattering to the L valley. Thus the results of Shah
et aI. may reflect a weighted average of L and L valley
scattering times. It is also possible that their intervalley
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scattering rates are directly aA'ected by the presence of
high carrier densities. Finally, from depolarization stud-
ies Mirlin and co-workers ' derived iI-z =250 fsec for
0.385-eV electrons and r&q=30 fsec for 0.57-eV elec-
trons. Their model requires knowledge of the cyclotron
mass for 0.385- and 0.57-eV electrons and assumes that
electron scattering times are independent of magnetic
field. The sub-60-fsec intervalley scattering times sug-
gested in Refs. 9 and 13 can directly be ruled out from
our linewidth measurements. Our results also reconcile
time-resolved Raman scattering data with subpi-
cosecond luminescence studies' in GaAs. The present
results show that at laser photon energies around 2 eV,
roughly half the electrons transfer to the L valley. The
Raman results are sensitive to those carriers which come
directly down the central valley, while the near band-gap
luminescence is strongly perturbed by the energetic car-
riers slowly returning from the L valley.

In summary, we have measured the intervalley scatter-
ing rate as a function of excitation energy in GaAs. The
LO phonon emission process makes is possible to use cw
spectroscopy to study events occurring within a fraction
of r~, =180 fsec. The technique used here allows us to
spectroscopically demonstrate that carrier-carrier scat-
tering is unimportant, greatly simplifying the analysis.
The hot (e,A ) emission intensity gives us two indepen-
dent and consistent measures of intervalley scattering.
The linewidths provide further corroboration of these
rates. A comparison of hot (e,A ) luminescence with
Raman scattering from nonequilibrium phonons will be
interesting, as will time-resolved hot (e,A ) lumines-
cence.
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